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The Holy Green Stone  
 
A small Mexican town Mayor dreams to build up a new open air 
cinema hall in his town. In past he sold out his land to 
provide money for this project but his brother wasted the 
money in the city bars.  
 
One day there happen some myterious explosions near the town 
which most of the villagers don’t hear them but not Juan 
(Mayor’s son) and Carmen (Eduardo’s adopted daughter). Carmen 
plans to be an orphan teacher and to take oath of celibacy 
which dangers their affair. She considers these rumbles of 
explosion as warning by Lord not to go deeper in her relation 
with Juan.    
 
Pablo (The Fool, living at outskirts of the village without 
any relative or friend) finds a green stone in his garden 
after explosions and he tries to inform villagers about it but 
nobody cares him because Pablo is famous for his unbelievable 
stories and offering incredible bets.  
 
One time he bet he would let his lovely lamb fall from church 
tower by his hands and could catch his lamb before it hits the 
ground, just by running down on the stairs of the tower. He 
bet on it and he would stake his lamb and a revolver dates 
back to Pancho Villa, you stake your daughter as a bride for 
him!  
 
Mayor visits Pablo and sees the Green Stone. He thinks that 
there could be some precious metals in the stone and he can 
make money out of the stone to built his cinema.  
 
He sends a stone sample to town, he plans to keep the stone in 
hand till test results arrive. Meanwhile his rival Eduardo  
(retired priest) spreads a rumor that the stone is dangerious 
and may start a disease. Unluckly a common illness in the 
village (caused by outdated icecream sold in market) makes 
real trouble for Mayor. Mayor handles the situation by 
blackmailing his rival Eduardo (with some photos of Eduardo, 
taken at a club with some ladies) and Mayor keeps his rival 
under control.  
 
Carmen hears about the disease and Eduardo’s manner, she 
decides to go over her decision about the oath. The test 
results show that there is nothing precious in the stone. 
Mayor hands over the stone to Pablo.  
 
The arriving harvest change the agenda and villagers all 
forget about the stone. One day villagers discover that Bald 
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Chico is lucky to have his hair again. He rejects to answer 
how he got hair again. Villagers take him to streamside for a 
picnic, their plan is to make him drunk and to learn his 
secret but they fail. Meanwhile villagers notice some Arabs 
around the village and consider them hunters but since the 
hunting season is over they report them to Gendarme (local 
security forces). 
 
Carmen talks to her stepmother (Gloria) and she learns that 
Eduardo falls in love with her when they were young but could 
married after Eduardo’s service as a priest. Gloria advices 
her not to let his love go whenever you find the right man.  
 
The monks in monastery invites Carmen for free lectures to 
orphans.  Juan picks Carmen on her way to monastery with his 
junky car. When junky stops by running out of gasoline, they 
try to find a gas station but they lost their way.        
 
When Mayor talks to his wife, he learns that Bald Chico had 
his hair back by mystrious power of the green stone, he also 
remembers that Pablo’s dumb lamb start to bleat. Noticing 
mysterious power of the stone, Mayor gather the villagers at 
night and they rush to Pablo’s garden.   
 
Before they leave the town, Eduardo stops them and he claims 
that his Carmen is abducted by Juan, Mayor’s son. After a 
short discussion they split into two group, one for Carmen, 
one for the stone.  
 
Before the stone group arrive to Pablo’s garden, Army already 
set up a cordon to protect the Green Stone. When Gendarme 
investigated Arabic hunters, it’s understood that they were 
actually after the stone because the stone is a substance with 
nuclear power.  
 
At night, when villagers meet soldiers with CBRN (nuclear) 
protection kits and dresses, they consider them zombies and 
lost souls and get  frightened. They run away from zombies 
into a depot of  the cantina. Next day, when villagers are out 
of depot, a high ranking officer briefs them, he tells the 
truth behind what happened last night.  
 
The Carmen group arrives to cantina, it’s understood that no 
problem with young couple, Eduardo apologies.  
 
Army take the nuclear green stone with them, although Mayor 
looks sad but he is happy for that, he admits that the power 
is helpful as long as you can control it.  
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After couple months Mayor builts the cinema in town with 
government reward for nuclear substance, Carmen and Juan gets 
married and Carmen is pregnant.    


